From: Melissa Reeves  
Sent: May 19, 2011 10:42 PM  
To: clerk@hamilton.ca  
Subject: Re: Binbrook Animal Control

Dear City Clerk,

Please receive this letter and add it to the May 25th Council meeting Agenda as it pertains to the Animal Control.

Thank You

As a pet owner in Binbrook I have had contact with Michele many times over the years. Being that she is the only one out here looking out for our pets she gets to know them personally. Often times she knows the owners of the pets just by seeing a lost pet. With Binbrook growing leaps and bounds we need to have our own animal control out here. The area would be too big for the Dartnall Animal control to look after. Also being rural there are special needs dealing with livestock and such. Michele knows how to deal with them and also has a big truck to look after these needs. I sure hope this in not another thing we are going to lose with the amalgamation.

Sincerely

Brenda Reeves